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Abstract
Industry cluster is frequently mentioned in the literature of the regional economic development, but there are a
few studies about identifying competitive clusters in the region. For this reason, the paper approaches cluster
analysis for identifying competitive clusters in Central Vietnam. From location quotient and shift-share analysis,
the result reveals that tourism cluster is a competitive cluster for the regional economic development. Then, the
study develops the tourism cluster in central Vietnam that includes tourism cluster profile, tourism production
network, and tourism value chain. Moreover, the study result provides a basic framework for industry cluster
analysis that help policy makers and economic developers to understand economic activities, characteristics of
competitive cluster and supranational characters in the regional economy, then deliver strategy and policies for
tourism cluster development of Central Vietnam.
Keywords: industry cluster, regional economic development, tourism cluster, tourism value chain, Vietnam
1. Introduction
The regional economic development has become a major issue that has been increasingly discussed in both the
academic and the practice literature. However, most development programs are limited in administrative
geography that may not realize the importance of identifying inherent interrelationships in the regional economy
(Carroll & Stanfield, 2001). In fact, there are many different approaches for regional economic development,
ranging from industry agglomeration to industry cluster (Bekele & Jackson, 2006), in which industry cluster
studies are increasingly interested by policy makers and economic developers in recent years. Porter (1996) also
indicated that cluster policy supports the development of all clusters, not just to choose among them, and
encourages initiative at the local level, in which the clustering effort will enhance the competitive competency in
the regional economy.
In the literature, many researchers have proposed ways to identify competitive clusters for regional economic
development ranging from input/output analysis to cluster analysis (Carroll & Stanfield, 2001). An industry
cluster is considered to have a comparative advantage if the output, productivity and growth of a cluster are high
relative to other regions. In addition, the realities of global competition require an understanding on the
complexities of interactions with multiple stakeholders in the global supply chain (Youngdahl & Loomba, 2000).
From both theoretical and practical perspectives, this paper is to provide an analysis framework for policy
makers and economic developers to understand economic activities and characteristics of competitive cluster in
the region. The industry cluster approach is employed to identify competitive clusters under the distinct
socio-economic conditions of Central Vietnam. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses are employed to
develop tourism cluster profile, tourism production network, and tourism value chain in global chain perspective.
2. Methodology
2.1 Industry Cluster
Industry cluster is defined as “a geographically proximity group of interconnected enterprises associated with
institutions in a particular field, linked by commonalities and complementarities” (Porter, 2000). Industry cluster
has a scope broader than an industry or an industry sector by interrelationships in economic activities and ability
to create competitive advantages in the region. A cluster is not simply the result of the presence of a large
enterprise, or of multiple enterprises in the same industry. Rather, industry cluster refers to the ability of the
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enterprises in an industry to interact in ways that create competitive advantages through the creation and
incorporation of new knowledge into products and the processes that produce them. Porter (1990) argues that
any region or country can develop competitive clusters for the regional economic development. Figure 1 shows
differences between cluster-based policy and traditional industrial policy.

Cluster-based
Policy

Industrial
Policy








Target desirable industries /sectors
Focus on domestic enterprises
Intervene in competition (protection,
industry promotion, subsidies)
Centralizes decisions at the national
level





All clusters can contribute to prosperity
Domestic and foreign enterprises both
enhance productivity
Relax impediments and constraints to
productivity
Emphasize cross-industry linkages
/complementarities
Encourage initiative at the state and local
level

Distort competition

Enhance competition
Figure 1. Porter’s view of cluster policy vesus industrial policy (Woodward, 2005)
2.2 Analysis Framework
The industry cluster approach requires regions to undertake economic base analysis to identify competitive
clusters that are driving the regional economy and delivering services with competitive advantages in responding
to global markets. Cluster analysis is a tool used to identify those areas of the local economy in which
comparative advantage(s) exists. These clusters must be understood and applied as regional economic systems
(The National Governors Association [NGA], 2002), and cluster analysis is a powerful tool to develop
cluster-based economic development strategies.
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Level ofAnalysis
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Local tourism authorities, Industry & Trade
Associations, Researchers at universities,
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Modeling of
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- Value chain

Developing of
Strategy and
Policies

Quantitative Analysis
Use GSO data and identify clusters by using 3 criteria:
- LQ> 1.25
- Average wage = 10% above national average
- Growth rate > national growth rate
Qualitative Analysis

Competitiveness Analysis

Enterprise

Conduct interviews with enterprises Conduct Shift-Share analysis.
and focus groups:
Collect additional information
- Vertical and horizontal linkages
about collaboration, competition
- Relationships of enterprises with and challenges.
supporting industries and economic
foundations
Develop Strategy & Policies

Ongoing

- Development orientation and strategy
- Policies and actions of industry cluster

Figure 2. Methodological framework for industry cluster analysis (Woodward, 2005)
There are two primary analysis methods in identifying industry clusters (Carroll & Stanfield, 2001). The
input-output analysis determines individual interconnections through some national production function
measures that provide a fairly good approximation of the local economic base. However, this approach assumes
that the local linkages are the same as the national model that may not suitable for the regional economy.
Industry cluster analysis eliminates with predetermination problem as in the input-output analysis. This cluster
analysis is based on geographic proximity and inherent existing linkages of industry cluster in the region. The
industry cluster approach requires several data analysis methods such as qualitative analysis, quantitative
analysis, and competitive analysis. Figure 2 describes a framework for industry cluster analysis. This cluster
analysis is a dynamic, iterative, and ongoing process that involves key partners that policy makers and economic
developers about the needs and challenges of enterprises in the industry cluster (Mayer, 2005).
2.3 Data Source
Cluster analysis requires many data sources. Published statistical data is used in quantitative analysis to identify
potential clusters and to analyze competitive clusters. Survey data is used in qualitative analysis to develop
tourism cluster profile, tourism production network, and tourism value chain. Qualitative analysis describes how
clustered enterprises work and connect together through buyer-supplier relationship and other form of
information network. Qualitative inquiries require cooperation with such key partners as local tourism authorities,
industry and trade associations, researchers at university, local economic developers. These partners function as
link to gain access to industry representatives. Questionnaires are designed by cluster analysts, and then revised
by focus groups before delivering to interviewees.
The survey was carried out with 102 tourism enterprises in Central Vietnam, including tour operators, travel
agents, restaurants and hotels, transportation enterprises. The objective of the survey is to obtain information
about linkages, cooperation and competition among tourism enterprises, relationships with supporting industries
and economic foundations. In addition, the study also investigates 320 visitors on the level of expenditure and
customer satisfaction. From these analyses, it will provide guidelines for policy makers to deliver strategy and
policies for tourism cluster development.
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3. Cluster Analysis
3.1 Define Region
The region under the study is the middle part of Central Vietnam which includes Hue-Danang-Quang Nam. The
region has a great combination of the natural and cultural attributes, including four of the nation’s six UNESCO
World Heritage Sites: Complex of Hue Monuments, Hoi An Ancient Town and My Son Sanctuary and
PhongNha-Ke Bang National Park in Dong Hoi. Danang Beaches have been ranked among the “World’s Most
Luxurious Beaches” with Forbes magazine, which the beaches also have benefits from its location at the hub of
the four world heritage sites.

Figure 3. World heritages of Hue-Danang-Quang Nam
The local governments, enterprises and communities have realized abundant potentiality of tourism development.
In fact, tourism industry makes a significant contribution to local budgets, and it has created jobs and income for
the population in recent years. In addition, cultural tourism and eco-tourism have contributed to the conservation
of resources, the natural environment, biodiversity and cultural values, and also helped increasing income for
local communities as well as raising the level of overall development (Luong, 2005).
3.2 Competitive Clusters
Quantitative analysis employed statistical data to identify potential clusters through a triangulation strategy of
employment concentration, wage levels, and relative growth, in which provide a comprehensive analysis of the
regional economy. This quantitative analysis employs the following criteria.




Location Quotient (LQ) > 1.25
Average wages = 10% above national average
Growth rate > national growth rate

Criteria 1: Location Quotient Analysis
LQ i 

Where:

ei:
e:
Ei:
E:
LQi:

e i /e
E i /E

(1)

local employment in industry i;
total local employment;
national employment in industry i;
total national employment;
location quotient in industry i;

If the LQ larger than 1.0, it indicates that the local share of employment exceed the national share of
employment in the same industry and it means that locally the industry concentrated and might have a
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comparative advantage.
Criteria 2: Wage Level Analysis
Wage levels are important determinants of the value that is placed on the production of certain goods. The
objective is to find industry segments with wage levels that are significantly above the national average.
Criteria 3: Growth Rate Analysis
The growth rate analysis identifies industry segments that are growing faster in the region than in the nation as a
whole. Knowing which industries are fast growing is important because economic developers need to know
which industries are doing well.
Empt = Empb (1+r)n
Where:

Empt:

terminal year employment;

Empb:

base year employment;

n:

number of years in the time span;

r:

growth rate over each interval;

(2)

Table 1. Economic statistics by sectors for Hue-Danang-Quang Nam
Economic Sectors

Number of Enterprises

Job Growth

Wage Growth

Agriculture and forestry

33

-11%

5%

0.21

Fishery

14

0%

15%

0.31

Mining and quarrying

69

17%

37%

0.75

Manufacturing

756

11%

21%

0.85

Electricity, gas and water supply

4

7%

27%

1.12

Construction

647

6%

21%

1.48

Trade, repairing service

2041

8%

18%

1.24

Location Quotient

Hotels and restaurants

324

22%

35%

2.39

Transport and communications

315

7%

23%

1.10

Finance and banking service

15

20%

41%

0.29

Other services

328

10%

25%

0.72

Location Quotient (LQ)
LQ < 1 :
1 ≤ LQ ≤ 2 :
LQ>2 :

Figure 4. Bubble chart for Hue-Danang-Quang Nam
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Industry clusters of Hue – Danang – Quang Nam are presented in Figure 4 on the main diagram with two axes of
wage growth and job growth. Most industries have a positive growth of job and wage, but fishery, agriculture
and forestry have a negative job growth. However, most industries have a negative growth comparing with
average growth of whole country as shown in the sub-axes. Some industries such as hotels and restaurants,
finance and banking service, mining and quarrying have job and wage growth in the region higher than growth in
the country. However, location quotient of hotels and restaurants is very high (LQ = 2.39). This indicates that
tourism industry has a significiant growth rate, and this is a sign for presence of cluster and comparative
advantage in the region.
3.3 Shift-Share Analysis
Although location quotients are useful for identifying potential clusters of a region and giving a picture of local
economy, they do not explain the sources of change over time or describe how the performance of a local
economy differs from that of the nation. Shift-share analysis is a method to analyse differences between growth
in a local economy and growth in the national or other regional economies. The method allows for isolating the
effect of local influences on growth from effects that operate industry-wide or at the national level.
The method divides local employment into three components:
•

National Share (NS);

•

Industrial Mix (IM), and;

•

Local Factor (LF).

The national share reflects national trends. The industrial mix refers to specific trends in the industry. Local
factors account for local influences on an industry’s performance.
McLean and Voytek (1992) provide the following formula:
Local Employment = National Share + Total Shift

(3)

Total Shift = Industrial Mix + Local Factors

(4)





National Share: NSi  e it 1  E t E t 1
Industrial Mix: IMi  eit 1  E it E it -1 - E t E t -1
Local Factors: LFi  eit 1  eit eit 1  E it E it -1




Where:


 

(5)




(6)
(7)

ei and Ei: local and national employment in industry i;
e and E: total local and total national employment ;
t-1 and t: beginning and end of the time period, respectively;

Table 2. Shift-share analysis for Hue-Danang-Quang Nam 2000-2005
Economic sectors

E i2000

E i2005

e i2000

ei2005

NSi

IMi

LFi

Agriculture and forestry

218552

203479

2709

1518

4942

-2420

-1004

Fishery

37253

31231

348

342

635

-343

50

Mining and quarrying

147933

172931

2148

4624

3918

-1407

2113

Manufacturing

-16041

1543590

3049276

54779

92172

99930

8283

Electricity, gas and water supply

15987

23687

679

947

1239

-233

-59

Construction

493159

954545

37902

50277

69142

4220

-23085

Trade, repairing service

367063

671845

19928

29702

36353

121

-6773

Hotels and restaurants

60416

110644

3502

9447

6388

25

3034

Transport and communications

205282

303531

8609

11862

15705

-2976

-867

Finance and banking service

15643

46726

198

489

361

230

-102

Other services

95669

270662

4331

6993

7901

4352

-5260

3200547

5838557

135133

208373

246515

9853

-47995

Total

Source: General Statistics Office (GSO) from 2000 to 2005.
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III

3034
2113

Finance and
banking service

Total Shift = 0

IV

706
230
128
25

Mining and
quarrying

-102
VIII

-1407

V

Local Factor

VII

VI
Total Shift (-)

Figure 5. Graph of shift-share analysis
Shift-share analysis helps the analysts to identify industries that are strong or weak in a region compared to
elsewhere. From data in Table 2, there are three sectors (hotels and restaurants; mining and quarrying; finance
and banking service) that added more jobs than expected if they performed at the national average. The total
shifts (sum of industrial mix and local factors) are positive, and the results are the same as in location quotient
analysis. However, effects of local factors and industrial mix are different. Figure 5 shows the effects of three
potential sectors. Industrial mix of tourism sector is 25 jobs meaning that the region has 25 jobs more than it
would have if its structure were identical to the nation. While local factors of tourism sector is 3034 jobs. This
number indicates that local businesses are more competitive than the national average. From location quotient
and shift-share analysis, it reveals that tourism industry is the competitive cluster in the region.
4. Tourism Cluster
4.1 Tourism Cluster Profile
A tourism cluster is composed tourism attractions, service suppliers, supporting industries, and economic
foundations that enable the system to function. Figure 6 shows the key elements of the tourism cluster in Central
Vietnam. The core element in tourism cluster includes transportation, accommodation, tour operators and travel
agents, and attractions. The integrations among enterprises in transportation, accommodation, and attractions are
vertical linkages. Meanwhile, the horizontal linkages are established by these enterprises with distributors and
facilitators.
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people.
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International
East Asia and Pacific
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Suppliers
Sports,

Heritage Tourism
Hue imperial city, Hoi An
ancient town, My Son site
Eco-tourism
Beach/Resort, Trade village,
Agro-village

Transportation
Airlines, Railways,
Coaches
Distributors
Tour operators,
Travel agents
Accommodation
Hotel, Restaurants

Supporting industries and economic foundations
Banks, Insurance

Museum,
Trade village

Universities,
Training centers

Industry/Trade
associations

Local/Regional
governments

Police,
Security

Public
services

Local
communities

Figure 6. Tourism cluster profile
In tourism industry, the experience of the tourist will be based on the overall impression of the destination visited,
which includes not only quality of hotels, restaurants but also quality of related services (Nordin, 2003). In the
survey of component suppliers, direct linkages with transportation, accommodations and destinations are
relatively weak. Linkages are mainly established with indirect suppliers such as equipment, raw material, and
financial services.Most tourism enterprises in Central Vietnam established horizontal linkages of about 80%.
These linkages with distributors and facilitators are mainly to provide information and deliver tourism services.
However, the interviews indicated that enterprises lack coordination in marketing efforts, and have poor
information pooling. Small enterprises have difficulties in approaching customers, especially international
customers. Most large enterprises have individual relationships with their tourism distributors. The survey also
reveals that nearly 60% of enterprises expects to extend vertical integrations, while approximately 40% of
enterprises that expected to extend horizontal integrations.
In tourism cluster, the quality of a visitor’s experience depends both primary tourism attractions and
complementary businesses such as hotels, restaurants, shopping outlets, and transportation facilities (Porter,
1998). In the investigation of factors impacted to tourism services, enterprises stated that human factor impacts
to 70% of service quality, while visitor factor accounts for only 60%, the other factors such as raw material,
suppliers and travel agents also have influence on service quality. This reveals that human resource is very
important factor in creating competiveness advantage via better service quality, but service quality is limited by
human resource suppliers in the region.
The survey also indicated that collaboration among tourism component suppliers, distributors with supporting
industries and economic foundations is relatively weak. Although supporting industries and economic
foundations have influence on service quality of tourism cluster, such as government policies, safety and security.
Furthermore, tourism enterprises have not appraised the role of trade associations, local community, trade
villages, banking services to their tourism business.
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4.2 Tourism Production Network
In tourism cluster, production network has many sub-clusters such as event tourism, heritage tourism, and
eco-tourism with many layers as in Figure 7. Tourism enterprises can participate in one or more internal
destination networks that have the potential to drive the growth and specialization of the tourism cluster (Porter,
2000).

Cooperation between
production hierarchies

Enterprise

Enterprise

Event tourism
Spin-off
Cooperation

Competition of enterprises
at the same level in the

Competition of enterprises at
the same level in the same
industry

same industry

Innovative Milieu
Research R&D
Academic
Institutions Incubation
Spin-off

Cooperation
Spin-off

Cooperation
Cooperation between
production hierarchies

Enterprise

Enterprise

Competition of enterprises
at the same level in the
same industry

Cooperation between
production hierarchies

Enterprise

Heritage

t

External
Participants

Enterprise

Eco-tourism

i
Figure 7. Tourism production network

In the investigation of collaborative activities, there are six collaborative categories in cluster study including
co-inform, co-learn, co-market, co-purchase, co-produce, and co-build economic foundations (Waits, 2000). The
survey result indicates that most tourism enterprises realizes the importance to promote awareness of the industry
and improve communication (co-inform); sharing knowledge, innovation and training pool (co-learn).
Collaborative activities in business process (co-purchase, co-produce and co-market) are currently very weak,
mainly cooperation between production hierarchies in the same industry. Tourism enterprises also address
collective activities (co-inform, co-learn, and co-build economic foundations) to make competitive competency
in the region. The survey reveals that tourism enterprises in the same level are willing to extend collaboration in
service processes. Meanwhile, tourism enterprises in the different level expect to enhance collaboration in
transfer of local infrastructure, share of information, innovation and training pool.
4.3 Tourism Value Chain
The tourism value chain includes a wide range of activities staring from indirect providers (local input), direct
providers (accommodation, transportation), attractions (heritage sites, festivals/events, and beach/resorts), and
distribution systems (inbound and outbound tour) to its customers (visitors) as shown in Figure 8. The value
chain is a useful tool to examine internal and external operating conditions of an enterprise or a cluster to build
its competitive advantage. The study also investigates visitors from different customer segments (Low-end,
Mid-end and High-end) about expenditure level on tourism services, and level of customer satisfaction.
According to the survey results, reasons for visit in the region are mainly for tour (61.27%) and historical sites
(22.54%). Other reasons (recreation, education visit, or shopping) account for a small proportion. The popular
methods of transport are motorcycles (34.1%), taxi (19.7%), and train (7.5%). Most low-end tourists select
motorcycle and train for their travel, while high-end tourists select bus/coach and airplane for their travel.
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Although average length of trip is more than 10 days, but length of stay of less than 5 days accounts for 71.1%,
and level of expenditure under 100 USD/day accounts for 73.41%. These numbers reveal that value-added
service is very limited and expenditure level is very low compared to 300-400 USD/day of countries such as
Thailand, Singapore, and Indonesia. Moreover, the region has not established an effective cooperation among
local tourism agencies and attraction sites in key tourism programs.

Customers

Attractions

Direct Tourism Providers

Inbound Tours Outbound Tours

Low-end

Mid-end

High-end

Travel agents (TA)/
Tour operators (TO)
International Airline

National Airline

Micro TAs/TOs
Mid-end to Low-end
Taxi /
Public bus

Travel agent (TA)/
Tour operator (TO)
Cruise Ship

Small TAs/TOs
Mid-end

Small TAs/TOs
High-end

Bus / Coach

Home-stay
room

Hotel / Restaurant
Mid-end

Hotel / Restaurant
High-end

Restaurant,
Low-end
Rent
services
Agro village

Public
services

Handicrafts /
Souvenirs

Local guides

Beach /
Resorts

Festival /
Events

Local Input Providers

Heritage
sites
Local
products

Figure 8. Tourism value chain
5. Strategy and Polices
Globalization has strongly influenced on tourism enterprises. Especially, enterprises operate in destinations with
a very low level of integration, and mostly not work with the global partners in world tourism. In fact, most
tourism enterprises have very weak relationships in cross-border cooperation as well as tourism cluster/network.
Consequence of enterprise is dramatic losses in market share and opportunities for spreading featured tourism
product in the region. For sustainable tourism development, the Prime Minister has been approved the
development strategy for Vietnam tourism to 2020, vision 2030.The overall target to 2020 is to develop tourism
to be a key economic industry with high professionalism, modern and fairly synchronously-developed tourist
infrastructure; high quality, competitive and diversified tourist products imprinted with unique traditional
cultural characteristics. Based on cluster analysis, globalization trends, tourism development strategy, some
policies are suggested to develop tourism cluster of Central Vietnam as follows:

Develop cooperation among countries in the region (coordinated approach at strategic level). Facilitate the
development of tourism clusters/networks (consortia/alliances) across borders (share information/ best practices).

Develop competitive products with heritage tourism and eco-tourism, enhance vertical and horizontal
linkages among enterprises to create high value-added services through value chains, promote national and
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regional tourism marketing through offshore/onshore distribution systems.

Develop human resources with priority to those related to eco-tourism, culture and event tourism, connect
technological and scientific research with innovative requirements of enterprises, strengthen cooperation with
local governments and local community to use tourism resources and protect natural environment.

Develop suitable institutions and regulations to ensure active participation of local community in tourism
businesses, especially entrepreneurial environment, sharing knowledge and innovation to encourage all sources
for tourism development and stretch benefits to the entire community.
6. Conclusion
Competitive cluster development is crucial to build economic linkage, cooperation mechanism and competitive
strategy in regional economy. Central Vietnam has competitive advantages and great potential in tourism
development. Thus, the tourism development becomes a key industry of the region and the country, it requires
taking part in tourism enterprises and local governments in developing tourism cluster in the region. The study
approaches industry cluster analysis to identify and develop the tourism cluster including tourism cluster profile,
tourism production network, and tourism value chain. The study result provides a basic background for policy
makers and economic developers to understand economic activities, and characteristics of local tourism cluster
from global chain perspective. Industry cluster concept is often easy to understand but it is hard to implement in
practice because it requires an effective cooperation among related industries and local governments in the
region. Although the study have addressed local tourism cluster in global chain perspective, demand forecast and
demand network have not been included in the study. These limitations are also noted to researchers and
practitioners for further study.
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